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Year of the Sound and Light Currents of Our Soul!

 

Light and Sound waves.... University of Sydney

New Moon - December 23, 2022

4:16:40 CST

We enter Birch on the day of December 23rd with five planets moving through her
constellation (Capricorn).  Not yet celebrating 2023, and yet, She offers us the portal of the New
Year/the New Birth.   By the time we enter the New Moon Phase we have celebrated Winter
Solstice, and the Birth of Light  now begins to extend itself daily.  Soul wisdom continues as we end
this year and enter the next; as I will share through the exploration of the numbers of 2023.  Oh, so
much to explore in this letter.  Please bear with me and delve into yourself with this knowledge.

Birch is a strong guardian of the soul.  We don’t necessarily see that in the mystical wisdom
reviews.  It is a hidden messenger.  Can we recognize it in the Hebrew Letter of Ayin, which
translates as “Human eyes”?  Not necessarily when we think of sight as a physical embodiment
through our human eyes.  However, in the sacred teaching of astrology we do obtain the wisdom of
the Birch gift of soul guardianship.  It is the body, the temple of the Soul (and perhaps we need our
human eyes to see/recognize this reality).

Through symbology we may look at the hut and the cave as clues of containing the soul’s
sacred value until we are ready to blossom (snow melts and reveals what is within and beneath; we

arrive at awareness and see what is our true soul-self).  In Sacred astrology, Birch-Capricorn, is The 
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Light of Initiation, and is noted as the plan of  Pure Spirit’s transfiguration from Spirit-to-

Matter and Matter-to-Spirit.  There are three symbols noted (plus a mountain): The Ram, Scapegoat,
and Sacred Goat representing the Three in One.  Each provides a message of transfiguration and

presenting the Divine Creative Will-To-Be and The Will-to-Good.  Mountains represent

the power to descend into matter, and climb until awareness of Oneness is fully realized through the
agency of individualization.

Spirit transfigures into the individuated soul and the soul transfigures, housed in matter as
the human we are.  As the Ram, there is the intention to fertilize, breed, and honor the living
organism of humanity within a larger unit of The Oneness.  When awareness of this honor occurs,
the Scapegoat is revealed, the redeemer consciousness emerges.  The individual travels a path of the
wilderness to gain a discovery of the True Self.  Then the transfiguration from scapegoat to the Goat
comes forth, as though a Unicorn, and bathed in a golden light it seems to vanquish into the greater
mystery—Oneness: The person recognizes they are more than their self, s/he rises into a greater
consciousness of assisting and guiding others.  Along this path, s/he  discovers Wholeness, lives the
oneness and moves on the currents of their soul.  Love, Service, and Wisdom prevails.  It is NOW
and it is the ever-evolving Future yet to be revealed in the realm of matter for the constant intention
of the Holy One is to Manifest Its Great Work of Creation!  The two human eyes see the currents of
the True reality in Living Matter through the Unicorn consciousness.  The Currents of Light and
Sound emerge from the realm of soul and the human being essence knows to follow the vibration
of the soul current for the greatest expression of their life.

Merging with the Lunar Cycle of Birch, may you contemplate this as the New Light of you
birthing another layer of your soul progress.  (Later in this letter I will talk about the numbers of
2023 and how they will be guiding the vibrations and assisting.)

Guided  by the Oneness revealing Itself as WomanSpirit, I was told to work with the Sound
and Currents of Light of the Soul this year with you.  I know this is a continuation for each of us to
connect more deeply and precisely with our soul/higher selves.  How are you doing on the path of
Soul Awareness?

Birch is the foundation of the renewal of our awareness for this month and the year ahead. 
In the wisdom of sacred knowledge of this lunar year of the currents of sound and light, I gained a
realization of how this is being revealed. Of course, the medium of the Tree of Life remains a great
teacher of this knowledge.  Where are these rays of Sound and Light as they connect with the soul
and with Birch?
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Birch/Ayin is not seen on the Tree of Life until we enter the
Higher Self Triad.  Her dark blue pathway extends from
Tiphareth/Beauty (Heart if the Tree) to Hod/Splendor.  However, do
recall I mentioned Birch is a container.  She represents the Earth
element as Capricorn.  Her ruling energy is Saturn/Tav.  Tav is first
found in the Holy Triad within the Third Sphere of Binah.  This sphere
is the gestation point of soul individuation.  Thus, we have our
realization of how the Earthly element of Capricorn is a physical
embodiment/container of the Soul current as Saturn (Saturnea) activates
her intentions To Be.  Tav is not given the blessing of being a Sound or
Light Current, but a carrier of it.  In fact, it sits in the very depth of darkness in the great womb (but
is a receiver of these currents).  Thus, how do we find the currents of Light and Sound?

Birch has three rulers according to every decade of movement of the Sun throughout the
month.  The first 10 degrees it are ruled by Saturn.  The next 10 degrees are ruled by Venus.  The
final decade Birch is ruled by Mercrianna.  We do note that the path of Ayin moves from the
descending quality of the tree from the Brilliant body of the Yellow Sun...carrying the soul quality
of the Christed/Higher Self/Avatar nature into the world of matter.  She settles her energy
Hod/Splendor where the Covenant (Contract) is set for the soul individuation of currents to express
in a given lifetime.

When we look at the circle of Binah in the Sacred Holy Tried, we find Saturn, Venus, and
Mercrianna all presenting energy in this field.  They are providing the currents to the soul, injecting
the higher frequencies of intention within each individual state providing something unique.  Saturn,
of course, is within the Great Womb (Binah).  It is preparing each soul to leave the womb and carry
on the Will-to-Be and the Will-to-Create with the discipline, determination, dedication, and
devotion necessary to fully manifest the Light and Sound currents of the Soul!  It carries the power
to put the Divine Signature into the realm of earth by the intention of the individual.

Venus is the path of the current of green light dancing from Chokmah to Binah carrying the
expressive unconditional love,  the creative powers, and the ceremonial attitude to hold life sacred. 
Her path reveals the doorway of the soul.  She carries within her vibration the Law of Creative
Imagination and the Law of Attraction aiding the soul in remembering how to create.  She brings to
the individuated quality an ability to see in the mirror the True Self and recall how to Love Self and
all creation.  When that is known, one understands Harmony through Conflict (for which we are
struggling to pass through now), and enters the realm of Love and Wisdom.

Mercrianna is the path of light flowing from the Highest Point of the Tree, Kether/Crown on
a brilliant yellow current of light into the realm of Binah.  Mercrianna is the vibration of Light and
Sound and the currents are presenting the power of the Viva Voce.  Light is the power of Knowing,
the wisdom of thought, and the gift of transfiguration.  Transfiguration also brings the power of
Harmony through Conflict, advancing to Concrete Knowledge, and entering Love and Wisdom. 
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Sound is the current directing manifestations of all expressions.  It is the power of Naming.  It is a
stirring power of energy that imbibes the central nervous system with vitality, life giving energy, and
the ability to think, join the field of imagination, and hold strong the temple of loving in recognizing
its vitality and purpose. It is important to realize how we are using Sound and Light (often realized
as our intelligence).  When we are in conflict, we often not using solid knowledge, and exchange
neediness for love, and ignorance for wisdom.  Light is the conscious awareness of our higher
intelligence that brings us into the  wisdom and capability of perceiving the imperceptible through
our senses.

As we embrace the New Moon, we are embracing the power of Soul and the Currents of
Light and Sound that enable us to move forward in the continuance of our intention to live soul
aware.  It is our time to notice our soul evolution, to master it with love and care, and to honor that
we truly are creators.  It is a gift our soul is offering through currents of impulsing energy via our
feelings, stirring our imaginations, directing our thoughts to focus, and our actions to move into
absolute performance.

Before I go further, let me unfold the numbers of 2023, then I will write more about Birch
and Saturnea.  We have a lot to look at with this year’s numbers.  We remain in the gift of Soul
Evolution with the number 20.  Thus, the constant speaking of Soul Wisdom.  I simply remind you
that this power of Plutonia carrying the Law of Soul Evolution is a constant impulse of energy
driving all consciousness forward through this century.  Plutonia is a deep cleaning energy field and
many of you can and are attesting to it as you experience major changes in your lives. It has been
passing through Capricorn since 2008.  I know I have mentioned it many times as the  planet has
danced around my Sun Sign (back and forth) for sometime.  It cleans out and renews.  At times, it
feels death-defying.  Life can feel like challenges are not stabilizing or ending,  and taking a deep
relaxing breath is something you have to remember to do.  Check where your shoulders are....up by
your ears?  Drop your shoulders every time you take a breath, remember to relax your
shoulders....your whole body.  Remember, we are clearing out so we can feel and hear the sound
currents of our soul guiding us to the next level of our existence.

Another note of Plutonia, still riding the wave of Capricorn/Birch.  It’s currents are more felt
than heard, and the light is very dim (actually, down right dark).  But, again, it is very important to
note that Plutonia also is a direct influencer of energy beginning at the very top of the Tree in
Kether/Crown, wherein we have the Greatest Light.  Thus, the rays of energy from the brilliant white
core are radiating through the agent of Mercury(Mercrianna) into the realm of the dark womb of
Binah.  Plutonia is constantly injecting into this field, and thus the soul, the very essence of Perpetual
Intelligence, though Hidden (until we are willing to unfold it) is being introduced to soul
individuation.  It also vibrates within the Universal Will-to-Be and the Will-to-Create.    While
working with this field of Plutonia in Capricorn (it will finish in 2023 and allow its ride into
Aquarius to occur for 20 years) it has been calling us to release attachments at all levels.  In fact, it
is called, “Decay of Attachment.”  Each of us can ask ourselves what we have been observing in our
life that we have been detaching from mentally, emotionally, physically, and through our ego level. 
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All carries a soul intention to rise to a higher Will-to-Be and a Will-to-Create through the Will-to-
Good, (noted particularly when Pluto rises in Aquarius)  with a greater intent to increase a soul
fusion with our personal consciousness.

Next, I want to review the number 23.  In the WomanSpirit symbology it is the Lower World. 
What is the meaning of the Lower World?  For one, it is the region of the Soul.  Bingo...another soul
message and another reason why we want to be aware of the importance of this year to notice the
currents of the soul vibrations.  It vibrates within the Law of Revealing.  That is something quite
important.  

Law of Revealing:   tells us that All can be revealed.  What it asks of each individual is the
desire to question and the willingness to allow revelations to occur.  What appears to be
secrets truly are not!  Mysteries of the Universe are revealed by the seeker.  The seeker must
be willing to open their mind and heart to seek, feel and know the multi-dimensions of the
Universal Reality, and allow wisdom to surface.  

Meditation is the mind-set used to allow our personal consciousness to expand beyond
what we know in our every day world, beyond our night-dreams and day-dreams, and beyond
our logical reality.  Meditation is the active practice of consciously assisting our mind to
expand, connect with the altered states of awareness, and enter the field of Divine Mind.  In
connecting with Divine Mind, all  is revealed.

To get to the realm of our soul we are called to realize something more of
the Lower World.  It is the region of our Subconscious as well.  Recall our
subconscious holds our memories of good and bad; right and wrong;
blessings and hurtful realities.  If we have not counseled well, this realm
will rise up like a fearful dragon of negative influences.  It will form
emotional feeling and mental thoughts of restrictions.  This limits us and
keeps us from the greater purpose of soul evolution.  It keeps us hung up in
the realm of less-than and unworthiness prevails. It may be revealed within
our emotions or outside our self in what is occurring in our life (limitations
on many levels).

Ah, but there are the precious points of the Lower World where our
subconscious meets our true Soul Consciousness–our Sacred Essence. 
When that occurs, we feel a current of positive energy stirring.  We have a

knowing that something is good.  We often feel, think, and start acting on new ideas, projects, and
intentions.  We realize everything is in right order.  It is the vibration of our soul, undulating
messages.  Sometimes I call it my “go for it,” message because I know all is in right order and I best
respond.  Thus, these are the times we know the Soul is Revealing!
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Beyond the “personal” revealing, there is a deeper wisdom.  In the corners of this inner
temple where our soul consciousness is prompting us, we have the opportunity to learn that
everything of this universe can be revealed to us.  Oh yes, we have to be ready.  We have to be
willing to feel, hear, and know.  This temple of knowing is in the darker region of the temple of our
soul.  In the picture, we must come further down the staircase, even past the delightfully colored
crystals, go beyond all of our fears and phobias and enter the pure darkness of our soul (back to the
Binah realm).  We must be silent, listen, wait for the currents of sound, the flicker of the new light
(awareness), and the warm stirring of the new birth of the knowledge within us to rise for use. 

Finally, let me simply add the numbers, 2023 together.  They become 7.  Thus, this is a 7
year.  Quite interestingly, as we start the year with Capricorn/Birch, her polarity is Cancer/Oak and
Oak aligns with the number 7.  This energy is akin to the Mothering vibration and aligns with the
Universal Law of Containment.  On the Tree of Life, the field/pathway of Oak extends from Binah
to Geburah.  Again, a connection from the Holy Tried to the Higher Self Triad.  The gift of the Law
of Containment is another reality that the soul is contained with the Holy Spirit as it travels from its
most sacred knowing into the realms of individuation and manifestation.  It will do so from its
Beginning to its Nadir and back around again.  It is the vibration of The Gate Within.  It is the
guiding light within our form and asks of us to use Active Intelligence and Ceremonial Order so
we may know our inner temple of soul, gather our soul wisdom, and put it to use.   It is time that our
desire, our mind, and our bodies come together through the Gate of Heaven/Gate of Soul, to know
and understand the power of Compassion, the Joy of Union, and the Cohesive anchoring of the
Soul’s intention of manifesting in living matter.  What ceremony can you create to go through the
gate and activate the intelligent communication with your soul?  

On another note, the 7th Sphere of the Tree of Life is Netzach/Victory (Green in its color). 
Its 4th world is Venus.  Ah, back to the Venus power of the open door of the soul and the creative
power of imagination and attracting to us all that we will need.  The 7th sphere is also the initiation
of the Soul Triad and the next womb as the soul presenting the final period before physical birth (9th 
Sphere, 9 months of gestation).  Awen!  

This lunar month we are preparing for the birth of the New Year, the New Self, and the New
Frequencies of the Soul sending us the currents of light and sound to encourage our journey through
this next year.

So, how can Birch and Saturnea help guide us this lunar month and set the course for 2023?
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Birch’s Foundation

To Learn!  But what can we learn?  Patience first of all.  Perseverance...absolutely,
and willing to Practice with an attitudes to succeed in order to Perform an out-
word manifestation of soul intentions.  

Patience also asks of us to have faith and to see what is yet to be seen. Practice is
needed.  We are called to hone a talent; our skills for living and our gifts for 
holding all life together.  The power of our earthly existence brings us to the levels
of seeing everything separate, differences are apparent, and talents are unique from
one person to another; thus, patience is needed to recall we are nonetheless One

and in Oneness, we are the Creator Creating.  

Perseverance reminds us to keep moving forward when what we want to see is not in our
line-of-sight, but our knowing (faith) is quite clear the manifestation is to occur. The women know
the bread will rise and be eatable.  The bear knows its slumber will end and there will be plenty to
eat when s/he awakens.  The rabbit knows there is a prolific time to occur.  The beavers know the
dam will be completed. The white pig knows that transitions are a constant occurrence.  The White
Deer knows the Divine Consciousness is always the guiding  force.  All know the snow will melt and
growth will happen and the bee will pollinate for the next crops to flourish.  As we learn the

processes of life our foundation turns to Birch’s great foundation To Succeed!  It uses the WILL

TO BE successfully!

Practice is seen in the picture as well.  The women practice their skill of bread making
knowing it will nourish the body.  The Beavers are practicing their skill of creating the dam.  Their
dams are used to store food and protect them from predators.   There are two people walking a path
to the sacred hut.  They are revealing patience, perseverance, practice and performance.  They are
patiently walking to their sacred temple.  The persevere through the cold, bleak moments when they
see “nothing” that is apparent to their human eyes.  They are practicing their faith/knowing and
tuning in to their higher self.  They are performing their action of oneness.The white deer within the
picture is alert and aware of something unseen...that is full faith in the unknown.  We can say they
same for the bear.  It slumbers in a state of knowing and perseveres in this state with an
unconscious/soul conscious awareness that when it awakens it is at “just the right time” for
manifestations to occur.

Saturnea - Activation 

Saturnea provides the essence of activity in this duo that is highly important.  It
turns the power of patience, perseverance, practice, and performance into full out
practical realities.  It moves it into  discipline, determination, dedication, and
devotion.  It provides the rules and regulations for setting the boundaries of 
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exploration.  It is not cruel or judgmental (as we so often think of this element).  It is offering the
limits that allow learning to occur before moving to the next level.  When we learn through the
stepping stones of life, we become experts.  When we try to learn by skipping, we find we slow our
progress, often “lose out” or have to go back to square one to gather what we truly need to gain what
we desire.  Recall that I’ve written it also carries the Will-to-Be and the Will-To-Create.  Saturnea
being of the 4th world of Binah, in the Holy Triad, is reminding us that the Womb of the Holy of
Holies is nurturing each soul with a wisdom to be a full and complete manifestor in the realm of
matter.  

In the Saturnea pictures, we see the half sea-horse and Half Goat...from the Great Waters
(The Holy Womb) into the Earthly field of energy, there is the will to become matter, and the will
to transition through the process of creating and recreating, and creating ever more.  As you see the
three women sitting by the fire, we can note that we create through youth, middle age, and as an
elder.  Each learning from the other.  But the training is a bit of a mystery (The Black Rose)...and
each must climb the mountain (ascend in consciousness—expand awareness).  We are called to
sacrifice what we believe and understand what we know from the very depth of our soul and the
expanded awareness of our True Spirit.

How to do that?  Follow the currents of Sound and Light that our soul is emitting.   That, too,
is a mystery.  And it is all discovered from within and with a knowing of our higher self.  Meditation,
contemplation, and allowing union of our human self with our Divine Self to occur is a must.  We
need to sacrifice the belief that we are not Divine or are limited.  We also are called to honor the
power to take the climb of awareness through the rocky cliffs and know we have the ability, stamina,
will power, and knowledge to do what we need.

May each of each be a great mountain climber this year as we continue to unfold the mystery
of the Sound and Light Currents of our Soul and flow along these currents to the greater
understanding by living the empowered state of our Being.

Using the Power of Symbols!

It is time to use the power of symbols to scintillate our three states of consciousness.  Do
bring out your deck of cards, The Faces of WomanSpirit, A Celtic Oracle of Avalon.  Shuffle them
and release the energy of the past.  Bless them and shuffle again to call forth the very intention you
hold within your field of Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy.  Then pause in union with body, heart, and mind
where you only find the Oneness of True Spirit.  Finally, review the questions below and draw a card
for each question without turning any card over until all are pulled.  Then turn them and review what
your inner self brings to cognitive consciousness that will aid unification.  Be blessed by your
reading.  Awen!
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1) What is held as a desire of your soul for 2023?

2) At this moment what does the current of light within your soul offer?

3) At this time what does the current of sound within your soul offer? 

4) Within the consciousness of Birch, what are you using?

5) How are you using the powers of:

Patience, perseverance, practice, and performance?

May you explore these questions with depth and desire to connect with your inner self.  As
this letter is coming to you just before Christmas, may you have a wonderful and blessed Christmas,
and an exceptional entrance into 2023.  May the blessings of your higher self be revealed to you
through the currents of sound and light.

Love and Light,

Katherine

May we Live in Loving Kindness!

May we Love with Open Hearts!

May we Understand with Open Minds!

May we Give with Open Hands!

Life is a Precious Circle of Oneness!
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~Lunar Phases of Birch~

New Moon - Dec 23-  4:16:40 a.m.,  CST
Crescent Moon - Dec 25

First Quarter Moon - Dec 29
Gibbous Moon - Jan 2

Full Moon - Jan 6 - 5:07:41 pm (Wolf Moon)
Disseminating Moon - Jan 10

Last Quarter - Jan 14
Balsamic Moon - Jan 17

New Moon of Rowan - January 21, 2023 - 2:53:02 pm CDT

Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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